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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Commissioner of Taxation v Virgin Australia Regional Airlines Pty Ltd (FCAFC) - taxation car parking fringe benefits at airports provided to flight crew - whether flight crew and cabin crew
have a “primary place of employment” on a particular day - where crew have a “Home Base” employees’ “Home Base” airport the relevant “primary place of employment” - appeal against
primary judge’s decision allowed
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union v Boggabri Coal Operations
Pty Ltd (FCAFC) - whether industrial action was taken prior to other, protected industrial action
- whether amounts deducted from remuneration were properly withheld on account of earlier
industrial action - whether preparatory steps were “authorised or agreed to by” respondent preparatory steps amounted to industrial action - appeal dismissed
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay (FCA) - Commercial and
Corporations - Commercial, Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance - costs of the
Consolidation and Re-Opening Applications and of the Strike-Out Application - burden of costs
on individual litigants.
Cromarty Resources Pty Ltd v Thalanga Copper Mines Pty Ltd (NSWCA) - contracts construction - terms of the royalty obligations - whether the agreement was validly terminated appeal dismissed
Woods v McKinlay (No 2) (NSWSC) - house purchased by defendants for plaintiff to live in purchase with a loan in the names of the defendants - plaintiff contributed to mortgage
repayments - dispute as to quantum of plaintiff’s contribution - constructive trust
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Groom v Leafbusters Pty Ltd (in liq) (VSC) - equity - real property - claim for declaration of
common intention constructive trust over house property on principles of proprietary estoppel credibility and reliability of the witnesses - claim not made out on the facts and the evidence claim dismissed - counterclaim for removal of caveat successful.
Brighton Automotive Holdings Pty Ltd v Honda Australia Pty Ltd (VSC) procedure - service
out of jurisdiction - application to set aside service out of a preliminary discovery application and
dismiss or stay the proceeding - preliminary discovery sought against Honda thought to have
induced contractual breach of Australian subsidiary or to have been involved in contraventions
of Australian Consumer Law - application dismissed
Australasia Development (M) Pty Ltd v Glenwood Estate (Vic) Pty Ltd (VSC) - construction
- contract - estoppel - joint venture agreement for development of proposed subdivision guaranteed return to a joint venturer - variation to written agreement by oral agreement principles relating to formation of agreements to vary contracts - estoppel by representation elements of equitable estoppel
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Commissioner of Taxation v Virgin Australia Regional Airlines Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC 209
Federal Court of Australia, Full Court
Logan, Thawley and Downes JJ
Taxation - car parking fringe benefits at airports provided to flight crew and cabin crew which
require "identification of the "primary place of employment" of the Flight and Cabin Crew on a
particular day" - employees did not have a "sole place of employment" - "comparing the duties
which are performed by the relevant employees at their different places of employment during
the course of a particular day" - primary judge rejecting the Commissioner’s case that the
"primary place of employment" was the "business premises" being the relevant "Home Base"
airport terminal - employees’ "Home Base" airport the relevant "primary place of employment" primary judge treated paragraphs in the definition of "primary place of employment" as involving
the same "qualitative and quantitative exercise" - involved error in this approach - Enterprise
Agreements where Flight and Cabin Crew were allocated a "Home Base" - employees primary
place of employment "Home Base", condition in s39A(1)(e) satisfied. - common ground that the
parking facilities were "in the vicinity of" the relevant "Home Bases" - condition in s39A(1)(f)
satisfied - given that these were the only conditions in dispute, and each was satisfied, the
primary judge should have dismissed Virgin’s appeals - appeal against primary judge’s
decision allowed.
Commissioner of Taxation v Virgin Australia Regional Airlines Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union v Boggabri Coal Operations
Pty Ltd [2021] FCAFC 211
Federal Court of Australia, Full Court
Rangiah, O’Callaghan and Dnaden JJ
Industrial law - whether industrial action was taken prior to other, protected industrial action whether amounts deducted from remuneration were properly withheld on account of earlier
industrial action - second appellant took steps to shut down machinery ahead of planned
protected industrial action - direction to work "right up to" time of planned action - whether
preparatory steps involved performance of work in a non-customary manner - whether
preparatory steps were "authorised or agreed to by" respondent - preparatory steps amounted
to industrial action - deductions properly made - appeal dismissed.
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy Union
[From Benchmark Thursday, 25 November 2021]
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay (No 2) [2021] FCA 142
Federal Court of Australia
Collier J
Commercial and Corporations - Commercial Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance matter transferred from Supreme Court of Queensland to Federal Court of Australia - whether
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costs ought be paid on indemnity basis or party and party basis - relevant principles - whether
indemnity costs properly awarded in cases of Anshun estoppel, abuse of process and res
judicata - respective positions of the parties comprehensively argued - "where costs should lie" where earlier proceedings in the Federal Court at first instance and in Full Court - costs of
consolidation, re-opening and strike-out applications - costs of transfer application reserved by
Supreme Court - whether costs of interlocutory proceedings be taxed forthwith, if not otherwise
agreed - whether reserved costs should be taxed forthwith if not otherwise agreed - general
principles concerning taxation of costs in interlocutory proceedings - relevance of notice by party
that indemnity costs would be sought - burden of costs on individual litigants.
Oliver Hume South East Queensland Pty Ltd v Barclay
[From Benchmark Monday, 22 November 2021]
Cromarty Resources Pty Ltd v Thalanga Copper Mines Pty Ltd [2021] NSWCA 284
Supreme Court of New South Wales Court of Appeal
Bell P,Meagher JA andPayne JA
Raised contractual construction issues surrounding the terms of the royalty and considered the
requirements of a notice to make time of the essence for the performance of an obligation where agreement to pay royalty following "actual sale" of mineral - where royalty a percentage
of "net sales realisation" amount - whether "actual sale" occurs when title passes to buyer whether "net sales realisation" is after deduction of sales realisation expenses - termination of
agreement - where breach of time stipulation for making of payment - where demand made after
giving further time for payment - whether breach of essential term justifying termination whether repudiatory conduct evincing an unwillingness to render substantial performance Order
that the appellants ay the respondent’s costs - appeal dismissed.
Cromarty Resources Pty Ltd v Thalanga Copper Mines Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 23 November 2021]
Woods v McKinlay (No 2) [2021] NSWSC 1510
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Parker J
Equity - house purchased by defendants for plaintiff to live in - purchase financed with a loan in
the names of the defendants - plaintiff claim equitable interest - plaintiff contributed to mortgage
repayments and paid for improvements, repairs and maintenance and outgoings on the property
- dispute as to quantum of plaintiff’s contribution; components of plaintiffs contribution included
initial deposit, improvements, rent, loan repayments - whether plaintiff was merely renting the
property from the defendants - whether the property was subject to a joint endeavour
constructive trust of the type recognised by the High Court in Muschinski v Dodds [1985] HCA
78; (1985) 160 CLR 583 and Baumgartner v Baumgartner [1987] HCA 59; (1987) 164 CLR 137
- terms of constructive trust will provide for sale of the property and proceeds being applied first
in repayment of plaintiff’s contribution to the purchase cost and remainder being divided equally
between plaintiff and defendants - form of account to determine quantum of contributions.
Woods v McKinlay (No 2)
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[From Benchmark Thursday, 25 November 2021]
Groom v Leafbusters Pty Ltd (in liq) [2021] VSC 765
Supreme Court of Victoria
Cavanough J
Parties not in dispute concerning equitable principles of proprietary estoppel - counsel for
defendant disclosed evidence that the plaintiff’s witnesses were unreliable and Court should
not accept it unless validated with other objective and reliable evidence - plaintiff’s overarching
contentions about alleged separation agreement - to be regarded, in equity, as involving a
promise by the defendant company, as trustee of the Leafbusters Trust, to transfer the Olinda
property to the plaintiff - no sufficient agreement, promise or commitment is to be found conduct by Paul (plaintiff) and Thea (ex-wife) after September 2009 inconsistent with alleged
separation agreement - absence of communication of the purported trust, which "raises a strong
inference against an intention to make an appropriation irrevocable" - plaintiff took no interest in
the property until 2016 and lodged caveat - references to the Olinda property being subject to a
tenancy - the Olinda property continued to be treated as an asset controlled by Thea - omission
to call ’bookkeeper’ as witness who was present the separation agreement was completed and
agreement was allegedly made - no promise or assurance; no reliance (reasonable or
otherwise); no detriment; no unconscionability - defendant company appears to be entitled to an
order for the removal of the caveat lodged by the plaintiff on the title to the Olinda property plaintiff’s claim dismissed.
Groom v Leafbusters Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
Brighton Automotive Holdings Pty Ltd v Honda Australia Pty Ltd [2021] VSC 757
Supreme Court of Victoria
Button J
Procedure - service out of jurisdiction - application to set aside service out of a preliminary
discovery application and dismiss or stay the proceeding - where preliminary discovery sought
against Japanese corporation thought to have induced contractual breach of Australian
subsidiary or to have been involved in contraventions of the Australian Consumer Law - which
relate to misleading or deceptive conduct and unconscionable conduct - basis of Honda
Motor’s application for an order dismissing the proceeding against it was a preliminary
discovery application falls within r7.02 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules
2015 - comity and the residual discretion under r7.04 - the concept of comity and its relevance
to service out of the jurisdiction - whether the Court should otherwise exercise its discretion
under r7.04 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015 on the ground of
comity - Honda Motor’s argument was that considerations of comity and restraint ought to lead
this Court to refuse to proceed further and hear the application for preliminary discovery application dismissed.
Brighton Automotive Holdings Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 24 November 2021]
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Australasia Development (M) Pty Ltd v Glenwood Estate (Vic) Pty Ltd [2021] VSC 758
Supreme Court of Victoria
Riordan J
Joint venture agreement for development of proposed subdivision - Australasia Development
claims $5,980,000, being the balance of the guaranteed profit under the JV Agreement - the
defendants contend that they are not liable to pay the guaranteed profit under the JV
Agreement based on - whether on a proper construction guarantee was discharged by a
fundamental change to the proposed development - variation to written agreement by oral
agreement - whether conversations resulted in formation of a binding agreement to vary joint
venture agreement by releasing guarantee - principles relating to formation of agreements to
vary contracts - fourth limb of Masters v Cameron agreements considered to contracts of
variation - estoppel by representation - elements of equitable estoppel - whether there was a
clear and unambiguous representation - necessary for a plaintiff to establish that, but for the
assumption or expectation, it would not have acted as it did - whether change of position
established. Judgment for Australasia Development: ordered that the defendants pay the
plaintiff the sum of $5,980,000.
Australasia Development (M) Pty Ltd v Glenwood Estate (Vic) Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Monday, 22 November 2021]
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Poem for Friday
Nothing Gold Can Stay
By: Robert Frost
Nature’s first green is gold,
Her hardest hue to hold.
Her early leaf’s a flower;
But only so an hour.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
So Eden sank to grief,
So dawn goes down to day.
Nothing gold can stay.
ROBERT FROST
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